Visualisation To Find Deity Within Oneself
by Blayze

Breath deeply... Feel your breathing... In and out... In and out... Feel the patterns of your breath. Breath in 2 3 4, hold 2 3 4, breath out 2 3 4, hold 2 3 4....

(Steady drum beat starts. Heart beat pattern)

You feel yourself becoming one with the earth... You are sinking deep into the earth... Calm and beautiful... You feel the cool soil under you and around you... You become one with it ... You feel yourself going deep into the earth... You see the many layers of rock and earth around you... You go deeper still, down into the heart of the planet... You are the planet the earth... The core does not burn you as you are a part of it, part of the natural flow.

You feel yourself beginning to expand... You are the earth and the whole of the earth... Your body encircles the earth and is the earth... You are surrounded by the universe itself, part of the flow of the universe, of nature, part of natural law... You know what it is to have oceans, to have continents, mountains, forests, deserts, what the sun feels like upon you and how the moon affects your tides... You are the earth... You know what it is to be the planet.

Slowly you feel yourself begin to get smaller... You feel your self moving once again below the surface crust... You are getting smaller... You see the layers of earth and rock around you... You are still a part of the earth... You are relaxed and time moves slowly... Gradually you find your awareness is now at the core of the earth, the heart of everything, the pulse of the planet... You are aware of the energies of the earth like never before.

You feel yourself beginning to move once again to the surface of the earth... This time you are aware of the movement as one who is always apart of the earth but can move freely upon it as well... You are almost swimming through the layers of earth and rock... Ahead of you is the surface...You move well within the earth as you have been and will always know what it is to be a part of her. 

You find yourself becoming smaller once again... You are becoming the seed, the essence, the core of what is to be... From you, the seed, roots form, they stabilise you within the earth... Buds and stems form above you as you push through the surface and you grow into a beautiful plant.

Born of the earth you find yourself shedding your leaves and standing in your human form... You find yourself standing in a clearing in the centre of a great forest of ancient and tall trees... There are four pathways that lead from the clearing... Down the pathway in front of you, you can see great snow capped mountains... To your left, at the end of a column of trees you see a vast desert under a burning sun... At the end of the path behind you is a large sparkling lake and at your right is a desert under a cold night sky. 

You stand in the centre of the clearing... You have been a part of the earth herself... You have been the seed of new beginnings... You are surrounded by pathways to Air, Fire, Water and Earth...And you stand in the place of Spirit... You are the divine spark that comes from within... Look within yourself, see the divine around you... Ask that you may see and understand that aspect of the divine that surrounds you and is within you. 

Are you alone in the clearing?... Is anyone or anything there with you?...You are in a safe place.

Experience the Divine.

(Drumming stops)

(Meditate for awhile)

If you have had a visitor, thank them for their presence, you will find that you have a gift for them... Give them the gift and note what it is that you gave them. 

(Drumming starts)

It is now time for you to begin your journey home... You see that there is a fine mist rising from the ground, it is swirling about your feet... You see coloured mists gently rising along the pathways and these coloured mists merge with the mist at your feet... You are surrounded by gentle misted colours... You feel yourself upon the ground, surrounded by the mist... You feel the ground beneath you... You become aware of your breath... The mist gently dissolves away leaving you in peace... You become aware of sounds around you, sounds of the everyday world, the sound of my voice.

You are aware of the ground beneath you... You hear the sound of the drum and you follow it back.

When you feel that the mist has completely dissolved, that you can follow my voice and the beat of the drum... Place your hands palm down upon the ground... Concentrate on your breathing...Let your awareness click back into place... And then slowly open your eyes.

